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INTRODUCTION: 
 

Part 1:  Absorbing energy through AA 

 

I am very honored to introduce this excerpt video from the 421 KSW about absorbing 

fields from the Universe. It feels like a stepping stone to the next level of understanding. 

Hidden within this teaching is the foundational knowledge of how we will live and 



absorb energy in the Universe without killing. It also clarifies the truth about the saying, 

"the body heals itself." Now we know how. It's not just memorizing a concept, but we are 

practically witnessing and experiencing it all the time through our CO2 Boxes and Cups 

of Life. We just didn't know the science of it. 

 

Just because we call ourselves vegetarians doesn't mean we are not killing. That is, if we 

accept that, the amino acids (AA) are living entities, and also have the same right to exist 

as we do. So now what do we do, if we don't want to think of ourselves as killers? Let's 

start by briefly going over the CO2 Box and how it works.  

 

Through the M fields of the Nano material, which is already a plasma, and the inherent 

conditions in the Box we create the soul of CO2. This soul is hungry to give, and in 

giving it receives. The M fields come into take, and they convert into the CO2 Gans. In 

this process a layer of fat is created floating on top of the saltwater, we call this the AA. 

The AA is made up of C-O-H-N. Remember all this is in the plasma energy state, which 

can convert into and out of the matter state. Gans state is in-between plasma and matter 

state. Now we find out, that the AA was the most important lesson we were being taught 

through the CO2 Box and not the Gans. It's because the AA is the one that absorbs the 

energies from the atmosphere, and that's why it's so important. This is where the 80% of 

our energy intake comes from, while the 20% comes from the food.  

 

The big awakening comes from the understanding, that our body works just like the CO2 

Box. That oiliness, that appears out of nowhere on our skin and hair comes from the 

atmosphere and not the body, as our scientists have always told us. This may be very hard 

to accept, but when you work with your CO2 Box or Cup of Life, it makes perfect sense. 

It's the same pattern, that repeats itself throughout life. It's called the knowledge of 

creation, and now we have matured enough to receive and understand it.   

 

The AA is that magic link, that we never knew before. It's the mechanism by which the 

environment feeds us without having to kill. The next time we look at a CO2 Box, or Cup 

of Life, we understand that it is invisibly absorbing fields through the AA fat layer on the 

top, to create the Gans's in the Cup to satisfy our emotions, or what we call, our needs. 

We are surrounded with love, whether we know it or not.  

 

The next time we are sick, we won't shower away the AA's, that our body is creating 

through the oily layer on our skin and hair, transmuting the energies into the exact 

"medicine," that we need to heal ourselves. Instead we'll take a damp clothe to wipe the 

dried skin, allowing fresh AA to be made. This is what the current medical science calls 

homeostasis, where the body heals itself, but now we know scientifically how it works.   

 

Mr. Keshe very lovingly added this part about the Enhancement Unit (EU) in here, that 

many of us might have over looked. It took many times before I caught it. He built a 

shortcut into the EU. Instead of having to wait for the body to go through this AA process 

of creating oil on your skin, you can go into the EU. The fields will already be gathered 

to fulfill your emotional needs.  

 



Part 2:  Carbon in AA is C14 

 

In part 2, Mr. Keshe goes into more detail about how the AA operates and transfers that 

80% of the energy from the environment. He gave us an important hint for later. "Don't 

forget, that some of the energies we create within our soul to absorb the energies of the 

U, do not necessarily end up as AA on our skin, that is just for the emotion." Our soul 

needs to absorb certain universal energies, that are not created on earth in order for it to 

survive. This is part of the C14, which is the backbone of the creation of the universal 

fields. He explained how he can create radiation out of water. Mr. Keshe has the 

knowledge to create a radiation field of C14 within the structure of the Carbon, which is 

not known to man.   

 

Remember when we speak about radiation in the level of plasma, it is not harmful, like 

nuclear radiation in the matter state. This is the point that the Belgium's used to accuse 

Mr. Keshe as a terrorist, because he made graphene in the Nano coating, which according 

to them can only be made with Gamma rays. By these lies the Belgium's have been able 

to hold back the technology, but this is all changing now and they will be elevated to 

dust.   

 

C14 holds the secret of creation. We need to ponder this a lot, and remember the C on the 

AA can be both C14 and C12, and is controlled through our emotion. He said, he gave us 

C14 in our CO2 Boxes, without us knowing it. Our CO2 Boxes hold the secret to the 

knowledge that can connect man to universal energies. At one point he says, do we even 

need to elevate the whole body of the man, or just create a condition of C14 at the level 

of the place we want to travel to.  

 

We have a lot to consider in this teaching. Remember the C12 is linked to the earthly 

matter state, while C14 is universal energy. Also he said, we could choose the ratio of 

C14 to C12 in the C of the AA.  

 

Finally if we understand this, then we have our MaGrav power generator. Because we 

can absorb the energies of the U through the C14, and we have the line of connection 

through the C in our MaGrav coils.  

 

Please note that the subtitles of the video are taken from the transcription. If you have 

trouble following refer to the Summary "Absorbing the fields of Universe" in Brazil 

Telegram groups.  

 

Thank you  

 

 

Summary of video excerpt: 
 

Today people call themselves by what they don't eat. We say, we are vegetarians or meat 

eaters or whatever eaters. We believe (we are better), because we don't eat animals. But 



now we are going to open a new chapter about how we receive energy from the outside 

and our soul gets elevated, through the kingdoms of this life.  

 

If you go back into my teachings from the past years, I always said, that man consume 

20% of the food he needs, and the rest, the 80% comes from the atmosphere. Some of it 

we can see, and some of it we can't. And some of it we are aware of, but we never 

understood the process.  

 

We talk about the others doing this or that, but we don't look at ourselves, we are doing 

what the others are doing too (eating other souls). I taught you in depth, but some of you 

never understood, and most of you were just too busy absorbing the knowledge, and you 

didn't have the time to digest and understand.  

 

Let's start with a very simple principle by going back to your CO2 Boxes. Think about 

what happens in your CO2 Box? Due to inherent conditions, we deliberately created the 

soul of CO2 in your Box. A soul, which is hungry to give, and in that giving it receives. 

The Gans Boxes are the only knowledge you as KS have graduated to. You learned to 

create a gaseous, or matter state field. To create Cu Gans you used a Nano coated Cu and 

a raw Cu, and you create the soul of the Cu, and as the other Cu plate is ready to give, 

you create the Gans of Cu. It's the same for the CO2, you create the soul of the CO2 M 

field, and as a giver, they all come to take, and then they convert to the CO2 Gans.  

 

However, this was not the reason for teaching you the CO2 Box. The most important 

point was for you to look at the amino acid (AA) floating on top of the water.  

The AA comes to give the Carbon (C) and together with the O, they create CO2 Gans. 

Because now I have a need, I want the CO2 to do something with it, It satisfies you by 

producing the CO2. In the same way the AA forms on the top, (because you have a need 

for it), then you collect it and put it aside.  

 

Mr. Keshe becomes very soft, like a father teaching his child. He says, 

 

Hello…  the old saying, "what are you looking for?"  

What did you miss, what was the part that you did not understand in this process?  

Why does your CO2 Box get saturated and stops producing CO2? 

Hello … what happened to the AA? 

Haven't understood yet?  

(The AA is formed to absorb the fields from the U needed for the transmutation of the C 

into CO2 Gans.) 

 

I'll give you another example, you vegans and vegetarians will understand this very well, 

because you taste it, and are more sensitive to it. When you put a leaf of lettuce into your 

mouth you taste that slippery substance on top of the leaf. You feel the texture of the 

softness and the slipperiness of the vegetable leaves from your salad. That slipperiness is 

the AA, and it is a living thing, it has a life, just like you. It gave its life for the leaf to be 

able absorb from it, and to feed itself.  

 



The value of the leaf is in the amount of AA, or fat that sits on top of it. You actually 

don't get much from the content of the physicality of the leaf. The AA on the leaf 

converts into the energy of the AA of your stomach, and then it becomes part of your 

energy. If you wash the leaf much harder with more soap, then you take most of the AA 

away. You have to eat more leaves to compensate for the physical dimension of the 

vegetable. The leaf  uses the AA to absorb energy from the U to itself, that it can 

guarantees its life.  

 

But then you may ask, why does the leaf get dried out, crumbled, and then destroyed. 

Like in the CO2 Box, there is a field strength between the 2 plates. The field strength 

changes between the top and bottom layers of the leaf, and the field strength of the AA on 

top is not strong enough to compensate for that loss, and the leaf goes yellow, and then 

you still cannot compensate and it becomes dry. Nevertheless, it still carries layers of the 

AA it has gathered during its lifetime, to absorb energy from the environment to survive. 

It never ate anything (or consumed anything), it just created a circulation within itself, the 

same as what we have in our CO2 Box. 

 

Now we come to you as humans.  

Hello … Have you just come out of the shower, and washed everything off your body 

with the best and most expensive shampoos and soaps to feel clean.  

Why do you do this?  

Why do you feel good when you wash your face, hands, and your body? Because you 

remove the AA, which your body has absorbed from the environment. You call it, "my 

skin comes out," and you wash the old skin off. But what was on top of the old skin 

before you washed it? It was the AA from the atmosphere. That's part of the 80% of 

energy absorbed from the environment. Partially, this 80% has come from the AA.  

 

The next time when you are sitting and playing with your forehead, and you see that it is 

a bit oily and greasy, say "thank you" for feeding me. The AA is the essence of the fields, 

which gets absorbed by the body inside. "The composition of the fields of the work of the 

blood and the brain, they taste what AA gets absorbed on your skin, what its energy is 

needed for."    

 

Wash yourself better, absorb better. But why do we grow old? Why do we change? 

Because the physicality and the heartbeat changes and the body cannot absorb the same 

AA strength as before. Now you only can collect a deviation of, or a compound of what 

was before when you were young. The deviation in fields strength is what gives you the 

old age looking skin. The skin becomes crinkly to increase its surface area for absorbing 

more energy needed by the inner organs of your body.  

 

Now you understand, that there is no difference between you, the leaf, and your CO2 

Box. All of you are absorbing energies from the environment, which are composite fields 

of this planet, and is the essence of the creation, as the AA. Now you know where that 

80% of your energy comes from.  

 



Wash your face with better soaps, or different soaps, do whatever you like. Your soul has 

a composition of different AA, and it changes. You'll receive that variation for awhile, 

until that balances, then when you wash, you start over again. Now you understand how 

man's knowledge of creation (KOC) is so turned around. 

 

Let's look at why we get fevers, or temperatures in our body, and why it is limited to 42 

or 44 degrees Celsius. When you go beyond that temperature you start loosing the cells of 

the brain, and start having all sorts of problems. Because at this temperature, within the 

structure of the body, the AA compounds change position, and if it goes too high, the 

cells open up, they cannot hold onto (their structure). It's the same position as we had 

with the school of fish, or what we call, the covalent bond, (where the electrons couldn't 

hold on to each other.) In this case the cells cannot hold on to their structure.  

 

Now we understand the essence of life from the point of view of the plasmatic M field. In 

the Enhancement Unit, I transfer the energy of the AA in a given way, directly to where it 

is needed inside the body of the man, so you don't have to wait for the AA to go through 

the process of forming oil or grease on the skin, and then the body converts it to what it 

needs. 

(After reading this I suddenly realized, oh this is how the body makes its own medicine 

and food, we don't need pharmaceuticals or farmers. It's just like what one sage said, 

"hunger brings food, and sickness brings medicine." I always understood that to be in 

physicality, that someone would bring it, and in fact, that was my experience, people out 

of nowhere showed up to satisfy my needs. Now I understand, that through the soul, this 

is in fact, how life actually works. It's not mystical. It's simple and natural.) 

 

A KS recently noticed that the skin creams have a lot of Zn in them. I said, yes, because 

Zn is the link of emotion. Isn't the middle layer of the skin where we feel everything, all 

our emotions, how we are touched, caressed, pinched, or even beaten. If you deal with a 

skin condition, you have to use Zn, because it's the combination between the Zn and the 

soul composition, which gives you the emotion connection, and field strength to the brain 

and to the STM.  

 

For skin problems, I always tell you to use the CO2 and Zn, and be sure to add back the 

AA of both, so that it makes a link to your skin. When they put the AA in, then they say, 

Mr. Keshe, "it worked." It works, because we understand the process of creation and the 

interaction of the fields.  

 

Now with the emergence of new knowledge and T we bring a new dimension, a new 

know-how. We can create stones, which absorb certain plasmas, (through the AA that's in 

the stone), which can then create a condition in the body. So now we can just give you a 

stone to put in your pocket. It's because we know you are a human, and you need to be 

connected to the AA of it.   

 

Next time you touch your diamond ring, or your silver earrings, don't clean or wipe them, 

instead smoother them in the AA of silver and see what feelings you get. The AA that 

you create in the metals, will give a different meaning to the jewelry. Most of you will 



take them off, and you'll never put them on again, because you have satisfied that hunger 

of possession, in that field strength. This comes from having contact with the dimension 

of the direct field of it. You won't feel a need to wear jewelry, because in essence, you 

have created the feeling within yourself, and you'll receive it without having the jewelry 

to be there, that it absorbs some of the AA.  

 

As many of you know, for years I wear nothing, because these are possessions. I have 

everything I need, so I don't need to have something attached to me, to have something 

else with it.  

 

Now you understand why we even talk about the AA, because if you look at the 

combination of the plasma of it, it's a complete cycle, and it's sustainable in every 

dimension. Even if you dry a fruit, the AA is still within it, because it can change its 

composition. All it needs is a transfer of energy in a given direction and dimension.  

 

The reason we water our plants is to create that connection and interaction with the AA in 

the environment. The plant receives energy through this interaction with the AA.   

When we put a seed in the ground, it grows, why, what's the essence of it? The earth's 

layers are filled with a given strength of AA. When we bury the seed and then water it, it 

receives and grows.  

 

(The water allows it to connect to the AA in the earth's layers, which then allows it to 

start absorbing fields from the environment for creation of Gans's, like what happens in 

our CO2 Box. The AA is that magic link, that we never knew before. It's the mechanism 

by which the environment feeds us without having to kill. The next time we look at a 

CO2 Box, or Cup of Life we understand that it is invisibly absorbing fields through the 

AA fat layer on the top, to create the Gans's in the Cup to satisfy our emotions, or what 

we call, our needs. We are surrounded with love, whether we know it or not. The next 

time we are sick, we won't shower away the AA's, that our body is creating through the 

oily layer on our skin and hair, transmuting the energies into the "medicine," exactly what 

we need to heal ourselves. Instead we'll take a damp clothe to wipe the dried skin 

allowing fresh AA to be made. This is what the current medical science calls 

homeostasis, where the body heals itself, but now we know the scientifically how it 

works. )  

 

Summary Part 2 : C of the AA is C14 
 

The teaching of today is to try to understand the operation of the AA and how it transfers 

energy. Where does the 80% of our energy, that we get from the environment, come 

from? Don't forget, that some of the energies we create within our soul to absorb the 

energies of the U, do not necessarily end up as AA on our skin, that is just for the 

emotion.  

 

Some of the energies are transferred as AA inside the cell of the body. Some of these 

become neutrinos, because they just give a little energy for what is needed, and the rest 

goes on through the body. We absorb only what is needed for the creation of specific 



energy fields, in the strength field of the Soul of the Man (STM). These energies are not 

created on earth, because the atmospheric condition of the solar system (SS) doesn't 

allow it, but still, they are needed for the life to exist.  

 

Now you understand why in the past, I said, that we absorb C14 fields from the U, 

because we don't have it here on this planet, but the soul needs it for its existence. I called 

this "vitamin H," or in some cases, the "X factor in process of the creation." Vitamin H is 

a field needed for health, that does not exist for man on this planet. When we travel the 

depth of the space we'll receive these field strengths, or what we call vitamins, to satisfy 

the needs of the body of the man, so that he does not get cancer, because he absorbs it 

without the filtering of our atmosphere, or the SS, or the galaxy.  

 

Recently, I told in a very direct way to the IAEA, when I can create nuclear material out 

of water, why are you trying to restrict us? I can create Gamma rays, and even cosmic 

rays from just a glass of water. Isn't this what I did, when I showed the Nano coated 

parachutes, and that the damn forsaken nation of Belgium, put me as a terrorist. The 

reason they told the governments I was a terrorist, is because they said, that the only way 

I could have created graphene on the parachutes, was through the use of Gamma rays. Of 

course, I never used Gamma rays? The Belgium's lied.  

 

I created a field, that within the structure of the C, allows C14 in the radiation level to be 

created. C14 is the backbone of creation of the fields of the U, but man, has not yet even 

understood how to create C14. It's because I have the knowledge of the Universe and I 

understand the interaction of the fields.  

 

Hello ..  H2O.   

Hello ..  O is 16  … 2 H is 2.  If I can change the 2 H's in a specific way to Deuterium, 

which I know how to do, doesn't it leave me with a C14.  

 

Now you understand what the Belgium's did to me. They made me into a terrorist, a 

criminal. Didn't they do that to the guy who said the earth is not the center of the U. They 

hung him in a church in Pisa. Now you understand? Now you understand, how the lack of 

understanding and ignorance, has become like the Medieval times, with that damn nation 

of Belgium, with the criminals and the pedophiles, where the object is to abuse the body 

and the science - the body of children. We gave to mankind the most advanced T and 

what did they do? They made a criminal out of us. We'll punish them by them not 

receiving the knowledge. They delayed us for 8 years, but now we'll open it.  

 

Understanding the knowledge is more important, than trying to use the knowledge, 

because when we understand it, we can apply it when we need it. But you have to know 

how to use it. You have to know what conditions you create, that leads to what you need.  

 

Orientation of the C14, in the interaction of the fields of the U, continuously creates the 

fields, which leads to creation of the cosmic rays. When man understands this, man has 

cracked the secret of creation.  

 



For me, as a passenger of the U, it's the ABC's of science. It's actually the A, because 

without it, you can't have the B. But you have not yet understood it. A pedophile 

policeman makes the biggest science in the work and life of the man, a crime. And then 

they sent a woman to make sure the scientist is killed, so that they could do what they 

liked.  

 

Look at your CO2 Box, I have given you knowledge of creation through the creation of 

the CO2. This is why I gave it to you as the first Box, so you could study and understand 

how creation works. You have C12, and what did I just explain to you, about what 

happens with the O in the presence of the H's. Haven't I given you C14 without you 

knowing it? I have given you the basic alphabet of the creation in the world of the 

Creator. But you are still stuck on what's happening with the CO2. 

 

You use radiation in the body of the man, you call it B12, or B9, when you get pregnant, 

they tell you to take Folic Acid. This is radiation used for cell division. I have given you 

radiation creation from the fields of the U, but you are still entangled with the AA and 

what to do with the creation of Gans CO2. If you understand this, in your CO2 Box, I 

have given you both the earthly knowledge, and the knowledge of the U, in how creation 

works. But still you don't catch on, and I have been doing this for years, wondering when 

the humans are going to see what they got in their hands.  

 

Go and see the report of IMAK, which says, they have detected graphene on the first 

parachutes we gave to the government of Belgium to test. They said, this is using nuclear 

Gamma rays, and Keshe is a terrorist. Damn the nation, that has held the humanity back 

by 10 years. I'll see an end to the nation of Belgium and the blood of Belgium on this 

planet, because they have done enough damage. Not only to mankind but to the children 

of the man. This race should have never been created, and the should not have brought so 

much hardship to humanity.  

 

When we wish an end (to something), then we process it, so that it will come to an end. 

Because the rest of humanity has to move forward and live with the pleasure of the 

knowledge. I explained to you before, that we come here to earth to taste, test, and to 

understand. I had to come here to understand this process of the humanity, which lives 

within this blood of the Belgium's, and now we know what to do with it. We'll elevate it, 

that it doesn't exist. But we elevate it to the doldrums of the U, not promote it to 

something higher, because they have to learn. Listen to the teachings, you'll become a 

dust in the soul of another, because you have not matured to understand.  

 

Go back into the original teachings and understand the Gans Boxes we gave you. Look at 

it now with a new eye. In the D of the universal knowledge, not in the D of the man's 

knowledge of plasma. I have given you the biggest gift in the knowledge of humanity and 

the U, if you know how to use it. I gave you the Nano material for conversion, I gave you 

the understanding of Nano technology (created) from the matters of itself. Understand 

that in conjunction with the others, you'll create the conditions of existence.  

 



The secret of the knowledge to connect man to the universal energies is sitting in your 

CO2 Box. Go back to it, and redo it, but this time, don't look at in the dimension of just a 

CO2, look at it in the dimension of the fields of transportation and division in the 

universal level. If you understand this, then you might see what will be achieved in the 

EU, in getting man into space.  

 

Do I need to elevate the whole body of the man to transport, or do I just create a 

condition of the C14, in the level of the dimension of the place in the U. Then I can 

deliver the soul to that point and the position, be it in New York, the moon, Jupiter, or 

another dimension in the U.   

 

The T of today is so mature. What I have taught you is so complete, that if you 

understand it, man will not stay in the D of the physicality to suffer. You have both, the 

two key communication lines of the U in your hands. Go back to my teachings, go back 

to all the medical teachings, go back, every time we touched about the health of the man, 

we said, C is a connector, C is the line of communication. It's in the Macro and micro.  

 

In the D of the physicality of the man, you have C12, and in the universal D, you have 

C14. In some parts of the U (people are created) from C16, and in other parts from C8, 

understand why. What is the proposition? What is the understanding of it? What fields do 

they create to allows the create and sustain a plasma, what we call life.  

 

You have been taught the fundamental knowledge of both the human, earthly matter 

states in parallel with the knowledge of universal communication and the process of 

universal understanding. (You can see article from May 2019 KF Plasma Times about 

C14.) 

 

The key for man to become passengers of the U in any dimension without physicality, is 

your CO2 Box. It's the connection between the universal and the earth matter states. 

 

Summary of last 2 parts are short and put together  
 

Today's teaching is about connecting to the energies of the U. Remember that the AA on 

your skin has a C connection. You decide what ratios you want to have of C14 to C12. 

Do you want to have the C14 at 10% or 40%, and then the rest of it to be C12. The C14 

part, elevates your soul, while the C12 still feeds your physicality, and connects you to 

other dimensions. (This relates to the C of the AA, which can be either C12 or C14, or as 

was just described, as a ratio of both.)  

 

I hope you learned today how the (STM connects with the environment and becomes the 

physicality, and how through emotion it absorbs the universal energies. We do this all the 

time. Now what matters, is to understand it, and to work with it.) 

 

If you have understood this, then through your MaGrav systems, you would be able to 

absorb the energies from the U, and convert it into the energies you want to use, through 

the line of the connection of the C within your MaGrav system. Now you have your 



power generator. But as long as you want to connect the wires, and so this and that, my 

friend, keep on playing.  

 

 

(All transcripts are below ) 

 

English Transcription part 1 
CO2 Box, AA,  >>  Times:  38:30  to   55:25  (17 minutes ) (does not talk about C14) 

 

We call ourselves vegetarians, we call ourselves the meat eaters, we call ourselves by 

what we don't eat. We don't eat animals. Do you want me to open a chapter in this for you 

to understand how your soul gets elevated, receives energy from the outside, in the 

kingdom of this life. Go back into my teachings from past years. I always said, man 

consume 20% of the food he needs, 80% comes from atmosphere, some of it we see, 

some of it we don't. Some of it we are aware of, but we never understood. Some of it we 

talk about the others, but we never look at ourselves, we are that others too. I taught in 

depth. but some of you never understood, and most of you were just busy absorbing the 

knowledge, didn't have the digest, the time to understand.  

 

Let's go back on a very simple principle. Go back to your CO2 Boxes.  (:40). What 

happens in your CO2 Box? In your CO2 Box, due to inherent conditions we create 

deliberately, we create the soul of CO2. Soul, which is hungry to give, but in giving, it 

receives. A CO2 or CH3 Box are the only things, you as KS have graduated to the 

knowledge of, to create a gaseous, or matter state fields, in a Cu you use Nano coated Cu 

and Cu, and you create the soul of the Cu, and the other Cu plate is ready to give, and you 

create the Gans of Cu. In the CO2, you create the soul of the CO2 M field, and as a giver, 

they all come to take, and they convert to the CO2.  

 

But that's not the point. The most important point in the process of showing the CO2 was 

to look at the amino acid (AA) on the top. In coming to give the C, to create with the O, 

CO2 Gans, because now I am a needer, I want it, because I want to do something with it, 

you produce the CO2. But the AA is gathered on the top the same way. You collect the 

AA to put it aside.  (:42). Hello.. the old saying, "what are you looking for?" What did 

you miss, what was the part that you did not understand in this process? Why does your 

CO2 Box get saturated and does not create more CO2. Hello .. what happened to the AA? 

Haven't understood yet?  

 

I'll give you another example, as I said many times, you vegans, and vegetarians, 

understand this very well, because you taste it, you know it. You are more sensitive to it. 

When you put a leaf of lettuce, when you taste it, substance of the slipping in your mouth, 

the texture of the softness of the leaves of the vegetables you put as a salad, as a slipping 

and sliding, is the AA, is it life?  

 

It gave its life for the leaf to absorb from it, to feed itself.   (:44). Again the AA, the 

slipperiness is the amount of the AA, the fat, which sits on it. You actually don't get 

much from the content of the P of the leaf, you get from what fat, what AA that is on the 



leaf, that converts into energy of the AA of your stomach, and it becomes part of your 

energy. Wash the leaf much harder with more detergent and you take most of it away. 

But you have to eat more of them to compensate for the physical D of the ?? vegetable.    

 

The leaf  has used the AA to absorb energy from the U to itself, that it guarantees life. 

But why does the leaf get crumbled, and then destroyed or whatever. Because that field 

strength creating the fields between the 2 plates changes, and the AA strength is not there 

to compensate for that strength, that it goes yellow, and then you cannot compensate it, it 

becomes dry, but it still carries layers of the AA during its lifetime. So it has absorbed 

energy from the environment to survive.  

 

It never ate, it just created circulation as we have in our CO2 Box. Now come to you as a 

humans. Hello,  (:46). have you just come out of the shower, wipe everything with the 

best shampoos and the soaps, the most expensive ones to wash yourself, to feel clean. 

Why do you do this? Why do you feel good when you wash your face and hand you’re 

your body? Because you remove the AA , which your body has absorbed from the 

environment. You call it, "my skin comes out," and you wash the (old) skin off. But what 

was on top of it before you washed the skin off? That AA of the atmosphere. The 80% of 

the extra food absorbed from the environment, partially has come from the AA. Next 

time when you are sitting and playing with your forehead, and you see it is a bit greasy, 

and a bit oily, say thank you for feeding me. The AA is the essence of the fields, which 

gets absorbed by the body inside. The composition of the fields of the work of the blood 

and the brain, they taste what AA gets absorbed on your skin, that its energy is needed for  

??    

 

Wash yourself better, absorb better. But why do we grow old? Why do we change? 

Because the heartbeat, the P changes and cannot absorb the same AA strength as before. 

Now you are collecting a compound of, a deviation of. It's that deviation, gives you the 

old age skin.  (:48). Because it has to cringe and make more surface area, and you get 

crinkly skin, that it absorbs more energy for the inner organs of your body.  

 

Now you understand there is no difference between you and the leaf, and your CO2 Box. 

You all are absorbing energies from the environment, composite fields of this planet, 

which is the essence of the creation as the AA. Now you know where your 80% comes 

from. Wash your face with better soaps, and wash yourself with different soaps and do 

whatever you like. As your soul has a composition of different AA, it changes, that you 

receive variation for awhile, till that balances, you go back in again, till you wash. Now 

you understand how the knowledge of creation (KOC) in man is so back to front. 

 

Then look at why you get temperatures, look at why there is a limitation at 42 or 44 

degrees, you start having the loosing of the brain cells, and all sorts of problems when 

you pass such a temperature. Because at that temperature within the structure of P of the 

body of the man, AA compounds change position, and if it goes too high, they open up to 

create the same position as with the fish, as with the what we call, covalent bond, and the 

cell cannot hold onto. 

 



Now we understand the essence of life from the plasmatic M field position.  (:50). In the 

condition of the EU, I transferred the energy of the AA in a given way, directly into the 

direction, inside the body of the man, not waiting for it to stick, as what we call, the 

greasy skin, and then going in as what it needs.  

 

I was talking to a KS recently, he said, you know these creams have a lot of Zn in them. I 

said, yes, because Zn is the link of emotion. Isn't the skin of man in the middle layer, 

where we feel everything, all our emotions, how get touched, we are pinched, we are 

caressed, we are beaten. You deal with a skin condition, you have to have a Zn, because 

it is the combination between the Zn and the soul composition, which gives you the 

emotion connection, field strength to the brain .. and to the STM.  

 

Now you understand when you come to skin problems, I always give you, use the CO2, 

the Zn, and the AA of the Zn, and AA of the CO2. You look at the CO2, but how can I 

make the connection with your skin, when you don't put my fat on it, the AA which came 

with it, that it matches your skin. Mr. Keshe, "it worked." It works, because we 

understand the process of creation. We understand the process of interaction of the fields.  

(:52).  

 

Now with new T, with new emergence of the knowledge, we bring new D. We bring new 

know-how, we bring new T, because now we can create stones, which absorb certain 

plasmas, certain AA that, that AA in the stone, can create a condition in the body .., so we 

given you a stone to put in your pocket. No, because we know you are a human, you need 

to be connected to the AA of it.   

 

Next time you women or men, you touch your diamond ring, you touch your silver 

earrings, and necklaces, don't clean them, don't wipe them, smoother them in the AA of 

silver and see what feelings you get. Smoother them with the AA, of what you have 

created in the metal, and then you'll see the jewelry will have different meaning. Most of 

you will take it off, and you'll never put it on again, because that hunger of possession in 

that field strength is satisfied in D of  the direct field. You don't see a need to wear 

jewelry, because in essence you create to feel within you, that you receive it without the 

need for it to be there, that it absorbs some of the AA. Many of you have seen me for 

years, I wear nothing, because these are possessions,  (:54). and with it I everything,  I 

don't need attached to me to have something else with. Then you satisfy the needs. 

 

Then you understand why you even talk about the AA, because look at the combination 

of the Pl of it, a complete cycle, sustainable in every D, even you dry the fruit, the AA is 

still within it, because it can change its composition. It just needs energy transfer in a 

given direction and D. That's why we water our plants, to create that connection, that the 

AA in the environment can interact with it, that it receives energy. We put seed in the 

ground and it grows. Why, what's the essence of it? The earth ??  fields    are filled with 

the strength of AA. Now we bury the seed and put the fat on it. It receives and it grows. 

 

 

English Transcription part 2 



C14 from AA:  >>  Times   1:13:08 to 1:28:22   (15 minute ) C14 in Co2 Box by AA 

 

Try to understand the operation of the amino acid (AA), the teaching of today is to 

understand the transfer of the energy, where that 80% comes from. Don't forget some of 

the energies we create within our soul, to absorb the energies of the U, do not necessarily 

end up as AA on the skin, that is just for the emotion. Some of them transfer as AA inside 

the cell of the body .., some of those become neutrinos, because they just give enough 

energy, I don't need it, but just need it to go through (the body), and I absorb what I need, 

for creation of specific energy fields, in the strength field of the Soul of the Man (STM).  

Man does not create it on this earth, the atmospheric condition of the solar system (SS) 

doesn't allow it,  (1:14). but I need it for my life.  

 

Now you are understanding the teaching of the past, why I said we absorb ?? Carbon 14 

fields from the U, because we don't have it here. but the soul needs it for its existence. It's 

that, what I call, vitamin H, or in some cases I call it, the X factor in process of the 

creation. Because the vitamin H is the health field that does not exist for man on this 

planet. 

 

That's why when we travel the depth of the space we receive those field strength, what 

we call vitamins, that satisfies the body  .. , the life of the man, then man does not get 

cancer, because he absorbs it without the filtering of the atmosphere, .. SS, .. the galaxy.  

 

As I said to the IAEA very directly, recently, I can create nuclear material out of water. 

What are you trying to restrict us. I can create Gamma rays, I can create whatever, 

cosmic rays from just a glass of water. Isn't this what I did, that the damn forsaken nation 

of Belgium put me on as a terrorist, is because they said, the only way he can create 

grapheme is only, through the use of Gamma rays. Did I use Gamma rays? No.  (1:16).  

 

I created the field, that within the structure of the C, allows C14 which is the backbone of 

creation of the fields of the U, in the radiation level to be created, and man has not even 

understood how to create C14. Because I have the KOU, I understand the interaction of 

the fields. Hello, H2O.  Hello, 16 (O) and 2 H if I can change the 2 H in a specific way to 

Deuterium, which I know how to do, doesn't it leave me a C14.  

 

Now you understand, Belgium's did to me, made me a terrorist, a criminal. Didn't they do 

that to the guy who said the earth is not the center of the U. They hung him in a church in 

Pisa. Now you understand? Now you understand how the lack of understanding, and 

ignorance has become the Medieval Ages with the damn nation of Belgium, with the 

criminals and pedophiles, where the object is to abuse the body and the science, body of 

the children. We gave to mankind,  (1:18). the most advanced T, and what did they do, 

they made a criminal out of us. We punish them, by not receiving the knowledge. They 

dragged it for 8 years, now we open it.  

 

Understanding the knowledge is more important, than trying to use the knowledge, 

because when we understand it, you apply it when we can. But you have to know how to 

use it, you have to know what conditions you create, that leads to what you need. 



Orientation of the C14, in the interaction of the fields of the U continuously creates the 

fields, which leads to creation of the cosmic rays. When man understands this, man has 

cracked the secret of creation.  

 

For me, as a passenger of the U, it's an alphabet of the vocabulary of the science. It's 

actually the A of it, because without it you can't have the B. But you have not understood 

it. A pedophile policeman makes the biggest science in the work and life of the man, a 

crime. And then they sent a woman to make sure the scientist is killed and they can do 

what they like.  

 

You got to understand the knowledge of creation I have given you, in the creation of the 

CO2, in the CO2 Box, look at it. Why did I give you the first box as a CO2?  (1:20). C12, 

what did I just explain to do with the O, with the presence of the H. Haven't I given you 

C14 without you understanding it? I have given you the basic alphabet of the creation and 

in the world of the Creator. You are still, "what happens when you put the CO2 in, and  

you get this and it doesn't work." Go to the structure of the body of the man, you call it 

B12. Can you create, or B9, Folic Acid, "hello I am pregnant" you need Folic Acid for 

division of the cells, it comes from radiation. I have given you the radiation creation in 

the fields of the U. You are still entangling, what would I do with the AA, what would I 

do with the creation of Gans CO2. If you understand this, I have given you both the 

knowledge of the earthly knowledge, and the KOU in creation, in your CO2 Box. But 

you don't have the knowledge. I have been doing this for years. When is human going to 

see what they got?  

 

Go and see the report of IMAK which says, they have detected graphene on the first 

parachutes we gave it to the government of Belgium to test. They said this is using a 

nuclear Gamma rays,   (1:22). and Keshe is a terrorist. Damn the nation, that has held the 

humanity back by 10 years. I'll l see an end to the nation of Belgium and the blood of 

Belgium on this planet, because they have done enough damage. Not only to mankind but 

to the children of the man. This race should have never been created, and should not have 

brought so much hardship to humanity.  

 

When we wish the end, we process it, that it will come to an end, because the rest of 

humanity has to move forward and live with the pleasure of the knowledge. You know 

when I explained to you before, that we come here to taste, to test, to understand, and I 

had to come here to understand, this process of the humanity, which lives within this 

blood, and now we know what to do with it. We elevate it that it doesn't exist, but elevate 

it to the doldrums of the U, not promotion it to a higher, because they have to learn. 

Listen to the teaching, you'll become a dust in the soul of another, because you have not 

matured to understand.  

 

Go back into the .. original teaching, go back to understanding the Gans Boxes we gave 

you. Understand now and look at it in a new eye. In the D of the universal knowledge, 

not in the D of the man's knowledge of plasma. I have given you the biggest gift in the 

knowledge of humanity and the U, if you know how to use it. I gave you the Nano 

material for conversion,  (1:24). I gave you the understanding of Nano T from the matters 



of itself, to understand in conjunction with the others, you'll create the conditions of 

existence.  

 

Now you understand the secret of the knowledge to connect man to the universal 

energies, is your CO2 Box. Go back to it, and redo it, but this time, don't look at in the D 

of just a CO2, look at it in the D of the fields of transportation and division, in the 

universal level, then you might see what will be achieved in the EU, in getting man into 

space.  

 

Do I need to elevate the whole body of the man to go with, or do I create a condition of 

the C14 in the level of the D of the position, and the place in the U, that I can deliver the 

soul to the point and the position, be it NY, be it moon, be it Jupiter, or another D in the 

U.   

 

The T of today is so mature. What I have taught you is so complete, that if you 

understand it, man will not stay in the D of the physicality to suffer. You have both, the 2 

key communication lines of the U in your hand. Go back to my teachings, go back to all 

the medical teachings, go back, every time we touched about the health of the man, we 

said, C is a connector,  (1:26). is the line of communication. Macro and micro.  

 

In the D of P of the man, you have C12, in the D of the universal, you have C14. In some 

parts of the U you come to C16, and in some parts of the U you come from C8, 

understand why. What is the proposition? What is the understanding of it? What fields 

does it create, that allows the composition and creation of sustaining a Pl, we call it life.  

 

Now you understand how fundamental the knowledge is, and how much you have been 

taught the .. human, earthly matter state, but at the same time in parallel, you had the 

knowledge of the universal communication, and process of understanding.  

 

This is part of our work, and I just see Rick posting something, it says " C14 Balances  …   

" I don't know when this is published. R: it says May 2019 KF Plasma Times.  

K- It's part of the teachings, so you see we have not missed, now you understand. 

 

Now you understand the key of man to become passengers of the U in any D without P, 

is your CO2 Box.  (1:28). You have P, it has emotion with it, I gave you creating think 

Boxes, you have muscle tissue, I gave you Cu Boxes, but originally I gave you the key to 

connection between the universal and the earth matter state. 

 

 

English Transcription 
C14 from AA:  >>  Times   1:30:44 to  1:31:18   (1 minute)  C14 soul and C12 P  

 

Today's teaching is again connecting the energies of the U, understand it. Remember that  

AA on your skin has a C connection. Do you want it to be C14, do you want it to be 40% 

C14, or do you want it to be 10% C14, and the rest C12. The C14 side elevates your soul, 

C12 still feeds your P and connects to your other D.  



 

English Transcription 
C14 from AA:  >>  Times   1:35:20 to   1:36:20  (1 minute)  MaGrav 

 

I hope today you learned how the connection between the STM, the P of the man, in the 

environment comes together. All this you have done many times. Now you can connect 

it.  It's understanding, which matters, and if you understood this, your MaGrav systems, 

which you have been looking for, would absorb the energies from the U, and converts it 

into energy through the line of the connection of the C within your system,  (1:36). to 

your MaGrav system, you have your generator. As long as you want to connect the wires 

and this and that, my friend, still carry on playing.  

 

END 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


